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Raspberry Poser (2012) is a world inhabited by silvery heart-filled condoms, mutating red blood cells, a lock and key in coitus, a listless punk, a destructive shapeshifting kid, and a rubbery anthropomorphic HIV virus. Set against a backdrop of still and moving images and a soundtrack of pop music, the actors and animated objects float, bounce, and pulsate from one scene to the next, their rhythmic activities framed by high-end design stores in SoHo, children’s bedrooms, Parisian parks, and the paintings of Caravaggio.

The systems of reference in Jordan Wolfson’s 13:55 minute animated video are elastic and disparate, and they contrast the inherent flatness of hand-drawn animation with the illusion of depth and hyper-reality afforded by recent advances in computer-generated imagery (CGI). The image-forms that populate this world are jumbled and technologically adrift; they are orphaned and never appear to be “at home.” They are forced to share the same visual space with one another, in spite of their own dissonance and discord.

Culling together materials from Internet image searches and the histories of art and popular entertainment, Raspberry Poser touches upon such pervasive themes as life, death, and love. Wolfson’s sleight of hand undermines and contaminates these themes just as quickly as they might cohere around any revelatory signifiers. To “reflect” on ideas as big as these is itself a ridiculous undertaking, not without narcissism and pathos; and it is sometimes hard to utter these words—life, death, love—in relation to art without cringing inside. It is often just assumed that all art making intimates such themes or, alternatively, that any art work struggles to even approximate these concepts.

It might be easy to get hung up on the references that are made in Raspberry Poser, on the allusions to the artist’s reckless persona, to an artist who poses as a poser, or to a mutating virus that continues to claim countless lives. It might be as easy to say that the references are empty, that any and all meaning has been evacuated from this assembly of found images, sampled music, commissioned animations, and scenes that make up this perverse world. However, the threat of viral contamination, of those things that encroach upon the fallible body, are unavoidable parts of Raspberry Poser, just as they are unavoidable in our world. Perhaps it is a utopian fantasy on offer, where a strain of HIV viruses can dance in the streets of New York to the synthesizer bass line of Beyoncé’s “Sweet Dreams.” But, true to life, these rhythmic viruses embody the lack of concern that a deadly infection has for those it infiltrates.

The video’s other co-stars—an angry, self-destructive cartoon kid and Wolfson dressed as an anachronistic punk—project out from their world and into ours, unscathed and cocksure, with an annoyingly boyish smirk and a deadlock stare. Like much of Raspberry Poser, the characters’ direct address is borrowed from a history of animated cartoons, where a disregard of the fourth wall and a malleable and permeable cinematic frame took hold early on as the industry standard. By addressing the space beyond the frame of the image, a channel is formed—a direct link from one impossibly irreverent world to another, where repulsion and attraction tighten their respective grips. Seemingly limitless in possibility and scope, Wolfson’s video relies upon the technical abilities and skill of digital and hand-drawn animations to convey another world and the forms that inhabit it. Any relation to life as it is lived is askew, because the world that animators create is one that is constructed from and by a sea of existing images and materials. To overcome this divide between some supposed reality and an alternative universe of computer graphics and moving pictures, Wolfson defers to indifference, to finding a way to navigate the detachment of objects that inhabit and share our natural world, no matter how disagreeable and hostile they might be.

Animation allows for otherwise passive and indifferent things to be activated, made animate, and forced to engage through means that they would rather avoid if left to their own devices. The picture that is unanimated, like the inanimate object,
leads a sedentary life—reclusive and inward with only latent energy awaiting being turned on by some other thing or object. Animation offers an alternative to the fate of a used condom that ends up deflated and discarded in a garbage bin. The condom in Raspberry Poser, for example, endlessly pirouettes and overflows with glossy red heart bubbles, its usual dispassion derailed in the process.

Through the endless repetition and mutation of forms that gyrate, writhe, and move in unison throughout Raspberry Poser, the detachment that is inherent to indifference is laid bare. Each character that performs in this context might even be taken as part of an army of Wolfson’s surrogates who collectively mimic the many roles and shapes one takes when inhabiting a world that never holds true to its promises. More and more, this animated world reflects the world it detaches itself from, and the artist’s many constructed personae and surrogate selves are the conduits through which empathy and aversion are engaged. The conflation of these sentiments onto one plane is akin to the ambivalence in finding human qualities among that which has been dehumanized, in sharing feelings with that which has been deemed a monster.
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